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Peachy Keen
IN TECHNICOLOR TINSELTOWN, EVERYTHING IS SUDDENLY COMING UP PEACHES. BY STACEY LEASCA

Los Angeles is a place best
experienced in living color. But
with more than 503 square
miles to explore, narrowing
down the city’s most inspiring,
and colorful, haute spots is
a tough job. Luckily, Ashley
Manhan and Andrea DeRosa,
the duo behind interior design
firm Avenue ID (avenueid.com),
offered to help. “Los Angeles
has so many different layers.
You’ve got the city, you’ve got
the mountains, and you’ve
got all these different kinds of
people,” says Manhan, who just
redesigned the guest rooms
at the SLS Beverly Hills. “It’s
always been a good source of

inspiration for our design.”
To narrow down their decision,
the partners landed peach as
their theme because it’s a
“strong color”... with a feminine
bent! Here are six places that
inspire the design duo with
every vivid detail.
01/ Bibo Ergo Sum “We’re
all about the bold elements in
this postmodern design. The
use of reds, pinks and peach
helps soften the linear patterns
and geometric designs.” 116 N.
Robertson Blvd., biboergosumla.com
02/ Glossier “What makes
this interior so strong is the

use of one shade of pink,
which has been perfected
with a smattering of lavender.
The textured wall finish adds
a layer of depth.” 8407 Melrose
Place, glossier.com
03/ Divine Feminine “Artist C.
Finley uses a powerful shade
of pink on the side of a DTLA
building. It’s a strong color
that makes a marvelous
statement: feminine in all the
right ways!” 1249 S. Grand Ave.
04/ Alfred Tea Room Pioneers
of the pink movement in LA,
this tea shop embraced shades
of bubble gum, neon and

floral before it was cool.”
Various locations
05/ FACILE dermatology +
boutique “Perfectly serene,
the tones used at this Robertson
Boulevard spa make the most
relaxing backdrop.” 638 ½ N.
Robertson Blvd., West Hollywood,
facileskin.com
06/ Mansur Gavriel “We love
the way this dusty-pink facade
is front and center, and comes
layered with peach bougainvillea.
The clean lines of the glass
windows and geometric display
pedestals perfect the look.” 8475
Melrose Place, mansurgavriel.com
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